CORRESPONDENCE AVEC TH. YOUEG.
point independently of the action of this law; for instance, in the present case N° LVP. of transmitted light, after two internal reflections, which would leave it less intense than you actually found it. But it is equally consistent with the theory to consider the colour in question as heing formed at the instant of the second reflection; and the analogy \\ith elastic bodies fully justifies this mode of applying the law, so as to consider the whole light once reflected, as interfering with an equal portion of the transmitted light.
The same analogy is fully sufficient to explain the inversion of the undulation, or the loss of half an interval, when-a direct partial reflection takes place from the surface of a rarer medium, as, I believe, you are yourself aware. But Mr. Fresnel, in his letter to me, mentions this fact as equally inexplicable with the inversion by extremely oblique reflection. 1 am sincerely delighted , with the success which has attended Mr. Fresnel's labours, as I beg you will tell him; and I think some of his proofs and illustrations very distinctly stated; but I cannot fully adopt your expression in the letter you wrote by Mr. Dupin, that this memoir may be sconside're' comme la demonstration cle «la doctrine des interferences: 55 for neither I nor any of those few who were acquainted with what I. have written can find a single new fact in it of the least importance; nothing certainly half so important as your experiments on the colours seen in transmitted light, or on the non-interference of light polarised in opposite directions. Mr. Fresnel's words, in his letter, are : «Les frariges «exte'rieures se propagent aussi suivant des hyperboles, comme je 1'ai reconnu, «el la courbure de ces trajectoires, qui est nulle pour les bandes i.nte'rieures, «devient sensible au contraire dans les franges exteVieures.» Now you are all well aware that this was known to Newton himself, and that he attempted to elude the difficulty by saying that the light was not the same; and it was, therefore, unnecessary for me to repeat it in the same form. And the precise hyperbolical nature of the curves concerned is by no means a very strong point in'the chain of evidence, partly on account of the difficulty of measuring the exact breadth of the fringes, and partly on account of the loss of the half interval, not hitherto explained. Mr. Fresnel has repeated some of Mr. Dutour's experiments on small cylinders, and has very truly observed that the spectra move with the cylinders. This was the reason that I never considered these experiments as of any value, the circumstance having been noticed by several authors, and*, among the rest, by Mr. Brougham irr 1796.

